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Asymptotic Functions and the Problem 

of Multiplication of Distributions* 

T. D. Todorov 
The asymptotic functions are a new type of generalized functions. But they are r ot 
function als on some space or test-functions as the Schwartz distributions. They are mapp­
ings of the set of the asymptotic numbers (1. 3, 5, 6) into Itself. On its part, the set of 
the asymptotic numbers is a totally·ordercd set of generalized numbers Including the 
systems of real and complex numbers, as well as iflflniteslmals and Infinitely large num­
bers. Every two asymptotic _functions can be mnltiplled. On the other hand, the Schwattz 
distributions have realizations, in a certain sense, as asymptotic functions. Th<' moti­
vations of this work are connected with some physical problems of quantum theory 
(18, 25). 
Introduction 
As soon as the book "Theorie des distributionsn by L. Schwartz has ap­
peared, it has been realized that the mul tiplication of distributions is rot al­
ways possible. For example, the products 
<)2(x), ~(x) . P(+), 6(x)P( ~-), b(x)3(x), [ P(~ )r. etc., 
having significance in the quantum theory (1 8, 22- 26] cannot be satisfactorily 
defined. What is more, in the rare cases, when the multiplication is possible, 
it is not associative. The following well known example is given by Schwartz 
P(+)txl}(x)]~ { P(+}. x lc)(x). 
Several papers have been written by mathemat icians, as well as by phy­
sicists, in order to introduce in some way a natural operation of multiplica­
tion of distributions: a) The most popular approach is based on an approxi­
mation of distributions by regular sequences l7 -12]. The exchange formula 
relating (formally) the product and the convolution [13, 15J, as well as the 
point of view treating the distributions as boundary values of analytic func­
tions (14, 15, 26] deliver us another base for introducing a multiplication. 
A typical feature of the approaches from this group is that the product (in 
the cases it exists) belongs to the space of distributions. Unfortunately, only 
• Some of the results of this paper were reported by the author at the conference ·ore· 
ratoren- Distriburionen und Verwandte Non-Standard Metbodeo'' , Oberwolfach, Federal Re­
public of Germany, 2-8, July 1978. 
a rather small number of products can be defined in these ways; b) In anotne 
group of works [16-22] an enlargement of the space of distributions Q)• ~
performed and the product, in general, does belong to this larger space. Th 
methods used here involve either an axiomatic-algebraic technique [16, 17 2Gt) 
or non-standard analysis [19-22]. However, the operation of multiplicatio~ in 
traduced in these works is not defined on the whole enlargement of ~·.Which 
is the reason why the problem of associativity cannot be even formulattd 
(see, for example, [22!) ; c) In the third group of approaches the space of dis. 
tributions is entirely abandoned. It is replaced by another space of generaliz. 
ed functions similar, in a certain sense, to the distributions and a commuta. 
tive and associative multiplication is introduced for any two generalized func. 
tions. These approaches are based usually on a non-archimedean enlargement
of the system of rea l, as well as of complex numbers, and are connected fi rst
of all with the non-standard analysis [19-22]. At first sight these methods are 
more successful, because very strong results about the existence of multipli. 
cation are established in their fr amework. They possess, in a certain sense a
disadvantage, lying in the fact !hat comparatively few [1 9-24J numbers'of 
applications io the other branches of mathematics, as well as of physics, have
been periormt;d up to now. It it not quite sure whether this kind of generaliz­
ed functions will lurn out to be so interesting and so useful for both ma­
thematics and physics, as the distributions are, although the latter cause well 
known troubles. 
The approach we use belongs to the third group of works. The asympto­
tic functions are generalized functions similar to the clistributions. However,
they do not coincide with the distributions, i. e. they are not functionals on 
some space of test-functions. The asymptotic functions are mappings of the 
set of asymptotic numbers A into itseif. On its part, A[1, 3, 5, 6] is a totally­
ordered set of gereralized numberF, which includes isomorphically the field of 
the real numbers fR, as well as in finitely small (infinitesimals) and infinitely 
large numbers. Every two asymptotic functions can be multiplied (becc;use 
every two asymptotic numbers can be multiplied) and the distributions have 
realizations, in a certain sense, as asylllptotic functions. 
The motivations of this work are, in fact, connected \dth some problems 
in quantum theory [1, 2, 3, 4, 18, 23, 24, ~5]. In a further work we intend to 
probe the asymptotic functions ,nstead of the distributions in some topics of
quantum theory and to make use of the existence of multiplication between 
the asymptotic functions. 
The present paper is organized as follows. 
(i) In Sec. I the most general notion of asymptotic function is introduced 
lDefinition ( 1.1 )). This type of asymptotic functions are different from the 
asymptotic functions introduced in f2J and !4], although the notion of aysmp­
totic numbers (I, 3, 5, 6) is the common base idea for both types of asymp­
totic functions (see Remark (1.13)). (ii) In Sec. 2 a particular type of sets of 
asymptotic numbers (subsets of A ), called extended sets, are separated and 
their properties are studied. These sets (of asymptotic numbers) will play the 
role of domains of asymptotic functions of a particular type defined in Sec. 3. 
(iii) In Sec. 3 a par ticular type of asymptotic functions, called extended asym­
ptotic functions, are considered. 
Our plan for the future is the following. 
In a series of papers we are going to define two particular classes of 
asymptotic functions : the class F of quasi-extended asymptotic functions and 
tbe class fPas of t he so-called quasi-distributions. Tbe asymptotic functions of 
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ssn1e time every two such functions can be multiplied as opposed in the 
tbeory of distributions. In further investigations, as we already said, we intend 
to apply asymptotic functions rnstead of distributions to some topics of quan­
tum mechanics and quantum theory. This paper is a continuation of [5] and 
(6]. To understand it, the knowledge of the first ten pages of [5) and Sec. 4 
of {6] is presupposed. For the sake of convenience, we will reproduce here 
some of the most important notations and terms (key words) of [5] and [6]. 
Key Words. 
A- the set of the real asymptotic numbers [5, Sec. II; 
A~- the set of the complex asymptotic numbers [5, Sec. 2];
.. 
a= I aksk _LO" is the normal additive from of the asymptotic number a 
k = J; . 
(5 Sec. 6]. Here J.t, ''EZU{co}, ft < v, rzk~f!l (or akEC); I"' is the power ; vis the 
o;der and J.. = ,· - p, (co-n co, ncZ, and co- co - 0) is the relative order of a; 
Change of Terminology. In [5] and {6] we use the terms "accuracy of a" 
and "relative accuracy of a" for ,, and l, respectively. In the present paper " 
will be called the order of a (instead of accuracy) and 1 will be called rela­
tive order of a (instead of relative accuracy). We appologize for changing 
Ute terminology; 
ffi 0 =[x+o0 : xEfR} ; C0 ={c+o0 : cEC}; 
ffi<»={xto"" : xE$1}; Coo = {c+o"" : cfC} 
(5, Definition 10]. 

Recall that ffi 0 and En <» are isomorphic to fR and C0 and C""' are isomorphic 

to C [5, Theorem 20]; 

e?={o• : v(ZU { co}} is the set of the asymptotic zeros [5, Definition 5, 711, 
I ={Il: i.fN0 u {oo}} is the set of the asymptotic units [5, Definition 5,~·iJ, 
where ,\·0 ={0, I, 2, . . . }; 
A.:o- the set of all asymptotic numbers with 1· -= oo [5, Definition 11, Theo­
rem 23, ii). Recall that 
A"' ~{.ia 11 . k : ."EZ, 
k .,. 
15, Definition J2, Sec. 6J; 




{) is the set of all finite asymptolic numbers [6, Sec. 4]; 

u.. is the set of all infinitely la rge asymptotic numbers, [f.', Sec. 4l Recall 

that 
f20 c fl, !Jnf.!oo - ¢, A == .QnQ""'; 
•f is an ordinary function" = "f is a complex-valued function or real vari­
ables'', i. e. f: X~ C, where XC!R or XCi11XfllX . . . ffi . 
1. Asympwtic Functions 
{1 .1) Definition (Asymptotic Function). Every mapping of the type 
(I .2) f: D ~ A*, 
where DCA will be called an asymptotic function of one variable and if 
DCA X A X ... X A (n· times), f will be called an asymptotic function of n 
variables. As usually, we shall often write f(a), aED or f(a1, ~•••• , a11), (a 
a2, •.• , an)ED respectively, instead of ( 1.2). " (1.3) Remark. Corresponding to the above definition, the values of the 
asymptotic functions are asymptotic numbers. Let p.(a), v(a) and J.(a) be the 
power, the order and the relative order of j(a), respectively for some at.D. It 
is clear that p,, v and J. are mappings of the following type : 
(1.4) JJ-: D ~ Zu{oo}, 
(1.5) 1•: D -} Z u{oo}, 
(1.6) ;. : D -~ N0 u{co}={O, I, 2, ... , oo}. 
(1.7) Definition (Algebraic Operatio ns). The algebraic operations: addition 
subtraction, multiplication and division between two asymptotic functions j
and g defined on D and E, respectively (where D, ECA or £, DCAX A 
X ... X A) will be introduced by means of their values (i. e. just like the or­
dinary functions are added, subtracted, mulfiplied and divided). In other words 
(1.8) (f±g)(a) =f(a) ± g(a), aEOn E, 
(1.9) (f .g)(a) =f(a) .g(a), ar_D nE, 
( 1.1 0) (fjg)(a) = f(a)/g(a), 
where 
(J.II ) E0 = {a: aEE, g(a)Ee}. 
(1 .12) Remark. It is clear that every two asymptotic funct ions (for which 
D n£ = ¢) can be added (subtracted) and multiplied (since every two asymp­
totic numbers can be added and multiplied). As we know, the set of the real 
numbers fR. is isomorphically embedded in the set of real asymptotic numbers 
A (5, Theorem 201 and the set of the complex numbers C is isomorphically 
embedded in the set of the complex asymptotic numbers A*. In other words, 
fR.c A and CcA* (and fR.cC, as well as AcA*, of course) Consequently, the 
set of all ordinary functions (we mean the complex-valued functions of real 
variables) is isomorphically embedded in the set of all asymptotic functions 
(of the above-mentioned type). 
The notion of asymptotic functions was introduced for the first time by 
C hr ist o v as equivalence classes of sequences of ordina-ry functions [2, 4]. 
The notion of asymptotic function just introduced (1.1) is obviously different 
from that one given in (21 and (4]. There exists a connection between these 
two types of asymptotic fu nctions, but this well become clear only when ana­
lytic operations are introduced (which will be done in a next paper). 
(1.13) Lemma. Let M be a set (a subset) of asymptotic functions and 
let M be closed with respect to the algebraic operations addition, multiplica· 
tion, or addition and multiplication. Then M has the same algebraic proper· 
ties as A and A* have (we mean the identities [5, Theorem 6], which are va· 
lid in A and A* are valid in M, too). In particular, the set of all asymptotic 
functions has the same algebraic structure as A and A* have (5). 
Proof. The theorem follows directly from the fact that the asymptotic 
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2. Asymptotic Extension of Subsets of R. 
As it is known, the ordinary functions (as well as the distributions) are 
interesting first of all because of their analytic operations differentiation, inte­
J!:ation, Fourier-transformation, convolution and so on. That is why we must 
jl]troduce somehow the analytic operations for just defined asymptotic func­
tions. But there are some difficulties connected with this problem since A (as 
.,ell as A*) is a non-archimedean set (containing infinitesimals) aud consequent­
ly A (and A*) is not Oedekind completed. What is more, A (and A*) is 
also disconnected [6, Theorem 44). These features are typical not only for the 
asymptotic numbers but also for any non-archimedean extensions of the real 
or complex numbers [19). So, we cannot introduce the analytic operations by 
tbe standard way (by a given measure, the set of the measurable functions 
and so on). We shall introduce the analytic operations in another way: We 
are going to separate some very special classes of asymptotic function (close­
ly connected with the ordinary functions) in which classes the analytic ope­
rations can be naturally defined. The domains of the asymptotic functions of 
these particular classes cannot be arbitrary subsets of A. This section is de­
voted to these rather special subsets of A, called extended sets, because they 
are obtained as asymptotic extension of ordinary sets of real numbers. 
(2.1) Definition (Asymptotic Extension of Open Subsets). Let X be an 
open subset of R. The set of all real asymptotic numbers aEA for which 
(2.2) {s: a(s)EX }E& 
for all aEa where & is the filter defined in [6] will be called asymptotic ex­
tension of X and will be denoted by X a,; 
(II) Let X;, i= 1, 2, . . . , n (nEN) be open subsets of R and let 
(2.3) X=X1 x x2x ... x x,.. 
The set of all n-tuples (atJ a~11 ••• , an) where a11EA, k = I, 2, ... , n for which 
(2.4) {s: (at(S), a2(s), ... , an(s))EX }E& 
for all a11Eak, k = l, 2, ... , n will be called an asymptotic extension of X and 
will be denoted also by Xar; (ill) A subset D of A (or of AX AX ... X A) 
for which there exists an open subset X of R (or X is of the type of (2.3)) 
such that D = Xas will be called an extended set. 
(2.5) Remark. For the sake of convenience we shall remind the definition 
of the filter 8 [6, Definition 2): 8 is the set of all subsets E of (0.1 ), which 
contains an interval of the type (0, e), where eEfR, e>O. As any filter, 8 po­
aesses the following (filter) properties: 
(2.6) ¢~&. 
(2.7) E, FE& implies En FE&, 
(2.8) ECFC(O, 1) and EE& implles FE/!,. 
(2.9) Remark. It is easy to see that 
(2.10) (X1X X2X ... XX,.)ar = X 1as X X2as X ... X Xnas. 
That is why we shall concentrate our attention only on the case n= I. The 






The following Lemma replaces the e)tpression "for all r.rEai• in the abo\'t 
definition by the more simple one "there exists aEa". It will hel p us to canst. 
ruct the asymptotic extensions of concrete open subse ts of 1?. 
(2.11) Lemma. Let X be an open subset of R. Then : (i) ¢as= ¢ a114Xa.r = ¢ if and only if X = ¢ ; (ii) tltQJ =A and Xa.r = A it and only if X = 11t 
(iii) O- "EXa1 fo r some nEN if and only if X =e't (and consequently, Xa.r= A,: 
(iv) Let X =f:tlt and aEA. Then aEXa~, if and only if the following two condj: 
tions (denoted by a) and b)) are valid : 
a) a-x~~ for all xE~X. 
where X is the closure of X; 

b) There exists aEa for which (2.2) holds. 

(2.12) Remark. The conditions a) are equivalent to the follow ing two con. 
clitions (denoted by a)* and a)**, respectively): 
a)* aHo- n: nEN} ; 
a)** ~{x+ o~: xE~X, Y= O, l, ... , oo}. 
Proof. (I) and (fl) are obvious. Let us consider (iii). 
If X=~. then o-"EX0 ,, of course, since Xa~= A, corresponding to (ii). ltt
o-nEXas for some nEN, i.e. (2.2) holds fo r all aEo-n. In particular, for a(s)::: x,
where x is any real number (we mean lim s"x=O for any xEf/1), (2.2) implies
.t....O 
x EX for any xEfR, i. e. X= ffi. ; (iv) Let aEX0 _,, i. e. (2.2) holds for all aEa. Wt
must show only the condition a) (which, on its part, is equivalent to a)* and
a)**) since b) follows obviously from aEXa.t. But X =f:9l and aEXa, implies a)•,
corresponding to (iii). If a is infinitely large, i.e. aE!Joo, then a)** holds ob­
viously. Let a is finite, i.e. aE{2. Corresponding to [6, Theorem 36, (ivJ], a
can be represented in the form a= x0 +h where x0Eet and hED0 are uniquely 
determined by a(x0 = r(a) and h =a-x0 [6, Definition 10)); So, (2.2) reduces to 
(2.13) {s: xo+x(s)EX}Eo 
for all xEh. If h~~. then a)** holds obviously. Let hE~. Then we must show 
that x0~X\_X. Indeed, we can put x=xo in (2.13), where M>(s) = O (since hEe) 
and we shall obtain x0EX. Let now a) and b) be valid (or, which is the same, let a)•,
a)** and b) be valid); It is necessary to consider the cases aED, aED;, and 
aED!, separately, where fl;: and fl!, are the sets of infinitely large negative 
and positive asymptotic numbers, resp. Let aEQ and let a= x 0 +h be the re· 
presentation we have talked above; In this case b) reduces to 
(2.1 0) {s: x0 + r.o(s)EX}E& 
for some x0Eh and consequently, x 0EX (since lim x0(s) = 0). If x 0EX, then (2.10) s-.o 
will be valid for all M>Eh (since X is open), i.e. a=x0 +hEXas· If x0~X (i. e. 
x0EA"'-X), then the condition a) (for x = x0) will imply ~~. i.e. h can be re· 
presented in the form h = rsn +Lis" , where nEN, r f9l, r=f:O and Ll is an infini· 
tesimal. In the case r<O, (2.13) will imply X .::_ (x0 -e, x 0) for some eEtlt, e>O 
and in the case r> O, (2.13) implies X2,(x0, x 0 +e) for some eEER, e>O. In botb 
cases we obtain: 
{s: x0 + x(s)EX}E$ 
for all xEh, i.e. a=x0 +hEXa.r· Let aED;;, i. e. a can be represented in the 
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way we conclude that X contains an interval of the type ( -oo, t) for some 
tt fR and consequently, b) implies (2.2) for all afa, i. e. aEXar· The case aEf.l! 
is treated in the same way. The proof is finished. 
(2.14) Some Examples. If x1, x2EfR. and x 1<x2, then 
(2.1 5) {rcffi.: x1<r<x2}a~={aEA: x1<a<x2, a-x&eJ}, 
(2.16) 	 {rcER. : r<x1}a~ ={aEA : a<x1}, 
(2.1 7) 

In the special case x1 =o and x 2 1 we obtain 

(2.1 8) 	 (0, I)M={aEA: O<a< I, a~6}; 
(2.1 9) {(x, y): x, y Effi., x =f.. 0 or y~O}as- {(a, b) : a, bE A, a~(!) or b~}. 
(220) Theorem (Xas contains X). Let X be a non-empty open subset of 
R. Then Xas contains X properly in the sense of the isomorphisms 9t0~ffi. and 
ei."" ~ffi. (5, Theorem 20]. Namely, X0 c XM and Xoo c Xas1 where 
(2.21) 	 XO = {x+oo: xEX}, 
(2.22) 
Moreover, 	if aEA, then aEf/1° nXas implies aEX0 and aE9l<» n Xas implies aEXoo. 
Proof. Elementary (by means of Lemma (2.11 )). 
(223) Remark. Let us restrict only one of the above mentioned isomor· 
phisms: either ffi.::::::ffi-0 or !;lt~!J{.<». Then Theorem (2.20) can be formulated as 
follows. If X is a non-empty open subset of R, then X £. Xas· Moreover, 
aEffi. n XM implies aEX. (224) Theorem (Some properties of Xa1 ) . Let X and Y be two open 
subsets 	of R. Then: (I) XCY implies XarC Y01 ; (If) (X n Y)M= X.:.r n Ya~. 
Proof. (i) Let XC Y and aEXas. i. e. (2.2) holds for all afa. Let us set 
E(a)= {s: a(s)EX}, aEa, 
.F(a) ={s · a(s)E Y}, aEa. 
Obviously, XC Y implies E(a)CF(a) and aEXas implies £ (a)ES for all afa. Cor· 
responding to (2.8), we obtain F(a)ES for all aEa, i. e. aE Y01 ; (ii) X n YCX 
and X n YC Y imply (X n Y)03CXM and (X n Y)a.rCY01, respectively, corres­
ponding to (i), i.e. (Xn Y)asCXasn Yas· Let aEXa,n Ya~. We have £(a), F(a)E& 
for all aEa which implies E(a) n F(u)E& for all aEa, corresponding to (2.7). On 
the other hand, 
E(a)nF(a) = {s: a(s)EXn Y}, aEa, 
which implies aE(Xn Y)41 • The theorem is proved. (2.25) Remark. The facts worth keeping in mind from this section are. 
the following: ffi.01= A; (Xn Y)as= Xas n Yar; all examples (2.15- 2.1 9). More 
specially, we are going to use in future the fact that (O,l )as contains all posi· 
tive infinitesimals h which are not asymptotic zeros. In particular, 
(2.26) rs"+o'"E(O, l )a.r, nEN, vEN U{oo}, n< ,,, rE!R., r=f=O. 
(2.27) Remark. The reader who knows the non-standard analysis (Robin­
son's theory of infinitesimals) [19- 24) will probably observe that the notion 
of •asymptotic extension XIU of a set X'' just introduced (2.1 ), is analogous, 
to a certain degree, to the so-called "non-standard extension *X of a set X" 
in the framework of the non-standard analysis. The lemma (2.11 ), as well as 
t !1e theorems (2.20) and (2.24) have also counterparts in the nonstandard ana. telysis. This analogy will continue in the future developments, too. For examplt 
we are going to introduce the notions of "asymptotic extension of a givt~ 
ordinary function" and "quasi-extended asymptotic functions" which will have 
analogs in the non-standard analysis*. 
3. Extended Asymptotic Functions 
In this section we are going to consider a very special type of asympto­
tic functions which are obtained as an extension (continuation) of continuous 
ordinary functions (we mean complex-valued functions of real variables). These 
functions are called extended asymptotic functions. 
(3.1) Definition (Extended Asymptotic Functions). (I) Let X be an open 
subset of R and fP: X~ C be a continuous ordinary function defined on )(. 
We shall say that an asymptotic function of the type fPas: D ~ A* is an 
asymptotic extension of fP if the following two conditions are valid: a) Xk,D 
CXas (2.1) and for every aED the set (of functions): 
(3.2) a*= {<p(a): aEa} 
possesses an asymptotic cover asa* [5, Definition 7]; b) If aED, then 'Pas(a) is 
(by definition) the asymptotic cover of a*, i. e. 
(3.3) qJ,.,(a)=asa*, aED; 
(li) Let X11, k= I, 2, ... , n be open subsets of R and let f1J: X ~ C be a con­
tinuous ordinary function defined on X, where 
X = X 1X X2X . .. XXn. 
We shall say that an asymptotic function of the type fPa3: D ~ A* is an asymp­
totic extension of q> if the following two conditions are valid: a) XCDCX.,
(2.10) and for every point (ltJ., ~•... , an)ED the set (of funct ions): 
(3.4) a*={f'P{a1, a2, ••• , an): a_.Ea_., k= 1, 2, ... , n} 
possesses an asymptotic cover asa* 15, Definition 7]; b) If (au a2 , • •• , an)ED, 
then (by definition) 
(3.5) f'Pas(a], a2, •..• an)=asa*; 
(Hi) The asymptotic functions obtained as an asymptotic extension of some 
continuous ordinary functions will be called extended asymptotic functions. 
(3.6) Remark. It is clear that (t)·part of the above definition is a particu·
lar case of its (it)-part for n = l. On this point onwards, we shall consider the
case n= l only, but all results established further can bt: easily generalized
for n>l. (3.7) Remark. Let us remind \5, Definition 7], that the asymptotic cover
asa* of a subset a* of A; [5, Sec. 2) is an asymptotic number, i. e. asa*EN,
which contains a*, i.e. a*Casa* and such that there is no other (different
from asa*) asymptotic number a' tor which a* c a' ;; asa*. Let us recall fur­
* Some of the results of this paper were reported by the author at the Confereo«
•Operatoren-Distribntlonen und Verwandte Non-Standard Metbodeo", Oberwolfach, '2-8 July
1978, West Germany. 
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The following three lemmas will help us to construct the asymptotic ex­
tensions of some ordinary functions. (3.8) Lemma. Let q:;(x), xEX Q.e an ordinaty function differentiable any 
number of times defined on the open subset X of R. Then (!Jas(a) exists fo r 
every finite asymptotic number of the type a= x + h where xEX and h is an 
infinitesimal. Moreover, 
,.. 
(3.9) Q'aa(X + h) .2'-1 q:><11>(x)ltk, xEX , h(tJ0• 
k =O 
(3.10} Remark. The series on the right hand side of (3.9) is convergent 
with respect to the interval topology of A [6, Sec. 5]. 
Proof. (3.9) is, in fact, a translation of the well-known formula for the 
asymptotic expansion of q:(x + t) 
(3.11) 
in terms of the asymptotic number terminology. Notice that the series on the 
right hand side of (3.11) is diveregent (in general) with respect to the ordi­
nary topology of R, in contrast to the series in (3.9) which is convergent 
with respect to the topology of A. 
(3.12) Lemma. Let fP(X), xEX be a continuous ordinary function defined 
on tbe open subset X of R and let x EX, where X be the closure of X. 
(I) If there exists mEZ for which 
lim t-mq-(x+t)= O,(3.13) 
t ...O 
"i"+l EX 
then the value <1>as(x + h) exists fo r all infinitesimals h for which x-+hf Xas and 
tbe inequality (an estimate for q>Q$) 
(3.1 4} IPas(x + h) Com1'11, x+h~Xas 
holds, where p 11 is the power of h; (li) Let, moveover, q:> have an asymptotic 
expansion of the type 
II 
(3.15) q;(x + t) =,Ic11t k +Lln(t), tEfR, x+ iEX 
k= p 
for all nEZ, n< v, where It, .,Ezu {oo}, ps;v, ciC and 
(3.1 6) lim · Lln(t)W = 0. 
/~01 x+IEX 
And let, finally, q1 does not have an asymptotic expansion of the type (3.1 5) 
by a higher order than v. (The last is not a restriction in the case v = oc.) 
Then 
(3.17) (/)alx ...L. h) =};C~;h''+ o·~'h xEX, kEno. x+hEXas­
lr=p 
Proof. The above lemma follows immediately from [6, Theorem 41]. It is 
in fact, a periphrasis of the notion of asymptotic expansion of a given func~ 
tion in our "asymptotic number language". 
(3.18) Rem~rk. The above Lemma (3.12) reduces to Lemma (3.8) in the 
following special case: xEX and q <11>(x), k = O, 1,. .. exist. In this case We 
have q,<lll(x)=c11. We wrote out Lemma (3.8) only for the sake of covenience. 
We are going to use Lemma (3.12) (but not Lemma (3.8)) only in the case 
xE~x. 
(3.19) Lemma. Let <7J(X), x EX be a continuous ordinary functi on defined 
on X, where X is an open subset of R. Let X contain intervals of the type 
(t, oo) or (­ oo, t) for some tEfR. (the case X = fR. is included here). If there 
exists m±EZ (respectively) such that 
(3.20) lim x-m:t<lJ(x)=O 
X- l .L_oo Re· 
then IPas(a) exists for every positive (or negative, resp.) infinitely large asymp. 1. c 
totic numbers a and 
(3.21) ( )c l'·m..._tfar a _o ~ 
holds, where l.t is the power of a. 
Proof. Elementarily; it is sufficient to put a=±rss•+s~<h for some ~-tEZ, 
~-t<O, rEffi., r>O and some infinitesimal h, to replace any aEa (which can be 
represented in the form a(s) =:trs~< -t Sl'x(s) for lim x(s) = 0) in (3.20) and use 
~ 
the definition (3.1 ). 
Recall the defini lion of the asymptotic numbers [5, Definition 5]. The following 
lemma establishes a connection between this definition and the notion of 
asymptotic extension of a fuuction. 
(322) Lemma. Let q'(x), xEX be a continuous ordinary function defined 
on the open subset X of R and let IPas(a), aED be an asymptotic extension 
of <lJ. Then 
(3.23) tp,u(a)= asf<P(a)} + o-<a>, aED 
for any aEa, where 1'(a) is the order of rasla). 
(324) Corollary. Le t aEA*. Then 
(3.25) a='tas(s+o'"') t o• 
for anv afa, where v is the order of a. 
Proof. (3.23) follows immediately from [5, Theorem 3J. 
(3. 26) Remark. Recall [5, Sec. 6] that s+o"" is the asymptotic number 
defined as follows : 
(3.27) s+o"" ={a: aEAs, a(s) = s +Ll(s), limLI(s)/s" = O for all nEZ}. 
s....o 
Recall, as well, that s+ooo . too. Moreover, corresponding to [5, Definition 12], 
the number s+ o"" _:. sloo can be denoted simply as r, i. e. 
(3.28) S+O"" = Sl"" = S. 
(3.29) Remark. In the n-dimensional case (3.23) could be replaced by 
(3.30) <Pas(a11 ••• , an)=as{<P(a11 ••• , an)} + o•(a, .. ··an>, (a1, .•. , an)E D 
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(3.31) Theorem (<r is the restriction of (f'as)- Let cp(x), xEX be a continu­
ous ordinary function defined on the open subset X of fit and let cr as(a), aED 
be an asymptotic extension of q>. Then 
(3.32) 	 q as(x) = q>(x), xEX, 
Proof. (3.32) follows directly from the fact that q> is continuous and X 
is an open set, bearing in mind the isomorphism fft~~o {5, Theorem 20], as 
well as Theorem (2.20).Acknowledgment. I would like to thank Acad. C hr. Ya. Christo v for 
proposing the subject of this work and for his critical remarks. 
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